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Disaster Assistance  
is often seen,  
regarded,  
and experienced as a  
one time reaction  
to natural  
and human triggered  
disaster events.  



In fact true disaster assistance occurs  
continuously over time  
and is comprised of  
many elements and phases,  
ideally all part of an effective continuum in 
practice…       

           preparedness 
                      response  
                                  recovery  
                                             mitigation  





The AIA Disaster Assistance Handbook

Download to learn more:

www.aia.org/DisasterAssistanceHandbook

Case studies, best practices and 
replicable projects from AIA chapters 
and member architects. 







“Members should promote and serve 
the public interest in their personal and 
professional activities.”

AIA CODE OF ETHICS

The AIAs Code of Ethics and Professional 
Conduct, Canon II, states that…



















The Case for Resilience





and our economic costs rise with the rise of sea levels and flooding...

Center for Science and Technology Policy Research, University of Colorado
(Center for Science and Technology Policy Research, 2006).

THE ECONOMIC LOSSES
IN THE US ALONE IN 2004
IS SERIOUS MONEY = 

…$113 Billion





0.5 meter sea level rise 
@ 2060



--Nicholls et al. 2006, Philos. Trans. R. Soc. Lond.

flooding increases human impacts with sea level rise...
@150 - 300 million people will be 
flooded

Using constant or our existing
flood protection with 0.5 meter sea level 
rise

THAT NUMBER WOULD BE 

REDUCED TO @1.1 - 10.1 million 
people who would be flooded if we 
were using enhanced and 

sustainable flood 
protection methods with 0.5 meter sea
level rise…not ZERO, but better!











Disasters may overwhelm local capacity





How architects contributeHow architects contribute



SAFETY ASSESSMENT TRAINING 
& RESPONSE AIA trains licensed 
architects, engineers, and building 
inspectors to provide building safety 
assessments post-disaster per ATC 
20 and ATC 40 methodology

HAZARD MITIGATION best 
practices for risk reduction and 
hazard mitigation are shared across 
the institute and with industry 
colleagues

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Architects participate in scenario 
planning exercises and engage in 
public awareness campaigns like 
the Great ShakeOut.

AIA Disaster Assistance Program

COMMUNITY RECOVERY
Architects support their 
communities by making code and 
land use recommendations, 
leading participatory visioning 
processes and providing technical 
expertise 

AIA Rhode Island architects assess homes 
after Superstorm Sandy



preparedness





https://www.aia.org/articles/163496-preparing-for-devastation-the-value-of-disa



Rapid response equals rapid recovery… 
Vigilant Guard helped to make that happen.
With sustained winds of 111 to 130 mph, the Vigilant Guard scenario modeled a 
storm surge of nine to 12 feet characteristic of a Category 3 hurricane, similar to the 
Hurricane of 1938 that devastated all of Rhode Island.


Extensive residential and commercial building flooding, storm damage to a hospital, a 
chemical explosion in a manufacturing building, people buried under piles of rubble, 
and extended power outages were just some of the damage impacts, in addition to 
overall safety issues for both the responders and the public.


During Vigilant Guard, the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the Rhode 
Island Emergency Management Agency tried to replicate the complexity of managing 
multiple responders, agencies and stakeholders as best they could by including in the 
exercise more than 1,100 National Guard troops from Rhode island and the 
surrounding states with an almost-equal number of first and second responders.


https://www.aia.org/articles/163496-preparing-for-devastation-the-value-of-disa

https://www.aia.org/articles/163496-preparing-for-devastation-the-value-of-disa


Preparing to respond

• Regular touch base to build 
familiarity across organizations

• Disaster Response Training 
Exercises

• Pre-disaster planning efforts

Members of the RI Architects & Engineers Emergency 
Response Task Force 7 joined federal, state, and local 
governments in Vigilant Guard, a 2012 state-wide 
preparedness exercise.





A recipe for AIA’s successful disaster response:
• Liability protection:  Good Samaritan legislation

- Professionals volunteer with peace of mind
- Gives the public access to crucial services during major disasters

• Established city/state relationships
- Builds trust and awareness
- Allows for efficient communication and activation

• Licensed, trained or credentialed volunteers
- Facilitates accurate and dependable assessments
- Maintains readiness

Preparedness Pays: 
Hurricane Matthew, 2016  |   a case study



• Liability Protection: North Carolina had enacted 
Good Samaritan Legislation to protect licensed 
design professionals volunteering during a 
declared disaster

• Established City/State Relationships: MOU 
established between the North Carolina Office of 
Emergency Management and three professional 
organizations (AIA, SEA & ASCE) in 2015 to 
assist the state with building safety assessments 
following a declared disaster

Preparedness Pays: 
Hurricane Matthew, 2016  |   a case study



Licensed, Trained and Credentialed: 
• Three Safety Assessment Program 

(SAP) trainings held resulting in 160 
design professionals trained in ATC 20 
and ATC 45 methodology. 

• Trainees also completed FEMA ICS 
100 and 200 courses as required by 
the state of North Carolina 

Activated:  Design professionals activated 
by State within days of the event 

Volunteers successfully completed over 400 building assessments in just 4 
days.

Preparedness Pays: 
Hurricane Matthew, 2016  |   a case study





response









Rapid response equals rapid recovery… 
Vigilant Guard helped to make that happen.
In the Westerly area, there were approximately 800 businesses and homes impacted, 
and several hundred more in Charlestown and South Kingstown.  Rhode Island 
Architects and Engineers Emergency Response Task Force 7 was deployed over a 
period of five days, with four teams on the first three days and two teams on the 
fourth and fifth days.  Each team was accompanied by a member of the Urban 
Search and Rescue Team.


Due in part to the experience gained through Vigilant Guard the State of Rhode 
Island could quickly compile the economic impact of the storm, based upon the field 
reporting of the RI AEER TF-7 and other deployed teams in the overall disaster 
response.  That immediate and critical field reporting enabled the State to 
receive more than $39.4 million in support from four Federal disaster relief 
programs.  The accuracy, thoroughness, and speed of the field reporting also meant 
that Rhode Island’s disaster relief arrived far in advance of other states along the 
Eastern seaboard.


https://www.aia.org/articles/163496-preparing-for-devastation-the-value-of-disa



Preparedness Pays: 
Hurricane Matthew, 2016  |   a case study

Mere 
Category 1 
Hurricane

15+ inches 
of rain

100,000 
homes

affected 



“On Demand” response effort
Tuscaloosa, AL, 2011  |  a case study
1.5 mile-

wide EF-4 
tornado

7,000+ 
homes

affected 



• No MOU in place ahead of time
• Working with AIA National, on-demand 

SAP Training Certification Course 
equipped 166 new volunteers to perform 
Building Safety Assessments using ATC 
20 and ATC 45 methodology

“On Demand” response effort
Tuscaloosa, AL, 2011  |  a case study



Volunteers completed  5,000 residential and commercial Building Safety 
Assessments within 6 Days

“On Demand” response effort
Tuscaloosa, AL, 2011  |  a case study



recovery



Recovery Case Study: Greensburg, KS, 2007

1.7 mile-
wide EF-5 
tornado

22 sq. 
miles 

destroyed

1,400 
people

affected 



Recovery Case Study: Greensburg, KS



Recovery Case Study: Greensburg, KS

Greensburg is “blessed with a unique 
opportunity to create a strong 
community devoted to family, fostering 
business, working together for future 
generations”

Recovery Successes
o Sustainable Comprehensive Master 

Plan

o US Green Building Council:   LEED 
Platinum score for all public buildings

More than 50% of residents returned 
and rebuilt better



650,000+ 
homes 

damaged/
destroyed

8 million+ 
people 

affected

Recovery Case Study: Hurricane Sandy



Recovery Case Study: Hurricane Sandy

Sandy Help Desk

NYC neighborhood “open 
house”

Trained volunteer architects 
and designers provided 
technical expertise on :
• Data on base flood 

elevations
• Building elevation 

requirements
• Safe locations for 

electrical and mechanical 
equipment

• Building codes and zoning
• Flood-resistant 

construction





mitigation





Post-Disaster Mitigation Case Study: Hurricane 
Sandy
AIA NY convened wide range of 
professional organizations and 
concerned individuals

Working groups focused on:
• Transportation and infrastructure
• Housing
• Critical and commercial buildings
• Codes and zoning and 

waterfront areas

Recommendations published in 
Post-Sandy Initiative Report.

Effort informed several guidelines  
and reports for the city and region





 Roy Carpenters Beach - Rebuild By Design



New York City - Rebuild By Design



Bridgeport, CT - Rebuild By Design





and back to the 
beginning… 



Mobilizing volunteer responders

Provide liability protection: 

State legislatures throughout the 
country express a  willingness to 
protect architects from liability claims 
that may arise from voluntary work 
during emergencies by establishing 
Good Samaritan laws. 

AIA’s Model Good Sam Law can help 
states without liability protection get 
started





Mobilizing volunteer responders

Determine method of activation: 

The AIA State Coordinator creates 
and maintains  relationships with key 
public officials and dispatches  
trained volunteers when requested by 
the local building department or state 
emergency management agency.  
State-and/or county-level emergency 
managers and the  state AIA Disaster 
Assistance Coordinator establish 
appropriate protocol and methods of 
communication for post-disaster 
activation of volunteers.

In some states, volunteers become 
deputized as agents of the state before 
deploying



Mobilizing volunteer responders

Clarify worker’s compensation: 

If an architect experiences an injury 
or fatality while performing pro-bono 
safety assessment  services post-
disaster; who will cover medical costs 
and associated expenses? 
Determine appropriate  workers 
compensation before building safety 
assessments commence.



Mobilizing volunteer responders

Recommend portability of licensure: 

During a large-scale disaster, a 
trained, local volunteer  force may be 
insufficient to meet the demands of 
public  safety evaluations, and 
therefore trained out-of-state  
architects can be invaluable. To 
overcome this, the state architectural 
licensing board can advocate for 
regulations that allow out-of-state 
licensed architects to serve as 
“emergency workers” during a 
disaster declaration. 

The National Council of Architectural 
Registration Boards has model language 
detailing an exception allowing licensed 
architects to perform uncompensated 
professional services at the scene of an 
emergency at the request of the authority 
having jurisdictions



Preparing to respond

• Regular touch base to build 
familiarity across organizations

• Disaster Response Training 
Exercises

• Pre-disaster planning efforts

Members of the RI Architects & Engineers Emergency 
Response Task Force 7 joined federal, state, and local 
governments in Vigilant Guard, a 2012 state-wide 
preparedness exercise.
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